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In Switzerland, these financial instruments are considered structured products. They do not constitute shares in collective investment schemes within the meaning of the Swiss Federal Act on Collective investment schemes (CISA). Therefore they neither are subject to the approval nor supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. The investors do not benefit from the specific investor protection provided under the CISA.

Product Description
Terms
Issuer
Lead Manager / Sponsor
Calculation Agent
Rating of the Issuer
Advisor
Valor / ISIN

Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich
Moody’s A1
Atlantinvest SA, Lugano
14384917 / CH0143849179

Underlying

Calycanthus Strategy

Currency
Issue Price
Initial Value of the Underlying
Fees
Performance fee
Transaction Costs upon Portfolio
Turnover
Turnover
Number
of Underlyings

Composite EUR
EUR 100.00 (incl. 0.00% issue surcharge)
EUR 100.00
1.30% p.a.
20%
0.00%
1 per Certificate

Fixing Date
Issue Date
Payment Date
Maturity Date

05.04.2013
05.04.2013
12.04.2013
Open end
Fifth business day following the day, with regard to which Termination Notice
was given.1)

Redemption Date
1)

If this day is not a Business Day, the Redemption Date will be the Business Day immediately following this day

Product Characteristics
Julius Baer Actively Managed Certificates („Certificates“/„Products“) are financial instruments which allow the investor to fully
participate in the positive performance of the Underlying, but which also reflect the development of the Underlying if its
performance is negative. The Underlying consists of an actively managed basket of securities. This Product is aimed at
investors who expect a positive performance of the Underlying.
Investment Strategy
The AMC on the Calycanthus Strategy is an actively managed portfolio of selected securities which is based on the investment advice and recommendation of Atlantinvest SA with the objective of achieving positive total return. The investment universe will include international equities, ETFs, Mutual Funds, Structured Products and options. The foreign exchange risk is
hedged at the Advisor’s sole discretion (see FX Hedging Effect). Investment decisions will be taken on the basis of fundamental, technical and market specific data.
Composition of the Underlying
Information about the current composition of the basket is available from the Issuer.
Responsibilities
Subject to the investment guidelines, the Advisor is responsible for the composition of the basket and the weighting of the
basket components. The performance of the basket - and therefore of the Certificate - depends, inter alia, on the quality of
the Advisor's investment decisions. Therefore neither the Issuer nor the Sponsor assume responsibility whatsoever for the
composition of the Basket and its impact on the performance of the Certificates. The Sponsor will use its best effort to
implement the decisions of the Advisor as soon as practical and is responsible for the administration of the Certificate.
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Investment Guidelines
Only investments in investment products contained in the Investment Universe (as defined below) are permitted. Short selling and borrowing are not
permitted. The Advisor is permitted to change the composition of the basket on a daily basis. Nevertheless, the Sponsor is entitled to reject changes in
the composition of the basket in case of more than 70 changes per year out of which not more than 30 portfolio turnovers can be used for option trading
activities. At any time, the basket contains a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 60 components (maximum 30 non-option positions and maximum 30
option positions). The Advisor will manage the cash balance resulting out of secondary market activity.
The Investment Guidelines and the Investment Universe must be respected on the initial fixing of the basket and upon any change in the composition of
the basket. The Advisor is free to correct infringements of the Investment Guidelines which might possibly occur thereafter. No liabilities are assumed
by the Advisor or the Sponsor due to such infringements.
Diversification Rules
Short Futures must be used only for hedging purposes:
- Minimum net equity exposure: 0
Whereas:
Equity exposure consists of shares, ADRs, GDRs , Equity ETFs, Equity Funds, ETDs as specified in the Investment Universe.
Investment Universe
The portfolio can include global individual exchange traded stocks, ADRs and GDRs which represent equity rights according to the range of global
individual exchange traded stocks, short covered call options, short put options (fully funded), long call and long put options, structured products listed
at the SIX Swiss Exchange or issued by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. itself (listed or unlisted), ETF’s and mutual funds, that are tradable at least weekly.
The liquidity of potential components must be sufficient with respect to the issued volume of the Certificates. Therefore the Sponsor has the right to
reject components which form part of the Investment Universe (see „Right of Objection“ below).
Besides the aforementioned assets, the Underlying may contain a cash component in the Product's currency (EUR, USD, GBP, JPY, CAD, NOK, AUD,
SGD, SEK or NZD are also allowed). No interest is paid on this cash component. A negative interest rate may be applied due to market conditions. This
cash component may reach up to 100% but the proportion of cash and debt securities (including funds and ETFs which themselves do fulfil the 50%
criteria) will not exceed 50% of the portfolio value in the annual average.
The Advisor has the possibility, but not the obligation to hedge the foreign currencies (see FX Hedging Effectt). Currency risk is hedged by holding a
short position in the currency of the Underlying with the size of the market value of the Underlying and by holding a corresponding long position in the
denomination currency of the Product. The FX hedge will be rebalanced at the Advisor’s sole discretion. The investors achieve a maximum possible
participation in the actual performance of the price of the respective underlying for investors, without any financial impairment were the exchange rates
to decline but also without any additional opportunities for gains were the exchange rates to rise.
Futures (long-short) of the following Index Futures: Euro STOXX 50, FTSE 100, CAC 40, DAX, IBEX, SMI, NASDAQ and S&P 500. Futures are permitted (leverage is not permitted).
The Sponsor has the right to unwind Futures positions due to avoid unnecessary risk or due to any other reason.
Long futures in the portfolio would be treated like active positions and might be notionally fully funded.
At the time of a potential purchase of the futures, the cash component in the certificate’s currency (or in the currency of the future, if available) would be
reduced by the total contract value of the new acquired future (at acquisition price). The Advisor has therefore to be aware that if the product’s denomination currency does not correspond to the certificate’s currency, the notional total futures contract value would be exposed to FX risk.
Short futures in the portfolio are hypothetically used for hedging purpose (minimum net exposure 0%) and are cash-flow neutral. A notional cash flow
would only take place when a futures position had to be closed. Therefore the performance of potential futures would be exposed to FX risk if the
currency would not correspond to the certificate’s currency.
The Sponsor has the option (the right but not the obligation) to execute a stop loss order on such a futures product, in order to unwind it, once the value
of the Certificate reaches 20%.
Structured products listed at the SIX Swiss Exchange or issued by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. itself (listed or unlisted).
International bonds of foreign debt issuers and other debt securities worldwide which may be denominated in different currencies and with sufficient
liquidity (such as government / municipal bonds, corporate bonds, subordinated bonds, etc.). Swiss domestic bonds are not allowed. The liquidity of
potential credit bonds must be sufficient with respect to the issued volume of the Certificates. The Sponsor has therefore the right to reject components
which form part of the Investment Universe (see “Right of Objection” below).
Portfolio Turnover
The Sponsor will use its best effort to implement the Advisor's investment decisions as soon as practical. For liquidity reasons this may take several
days. No assurance can be given that all investment decisions will be realized as intended by the Advisor. The Sponsor implements the portfolio turnover on a discretionary basis at the respective net ask and bid prices realised on the market or, if he considers this necessary due to the market constellation, he implements it on a discretionary basis at the respective average net ask and bid prices of the assets. Upon every portfolio turnover Transaction Costs (see “Terms” above) may be levied on the purchased and sold volumes and directly charged to the Certificate.
Right of Objection
The Sponsor has the right to reject components selected by the Investment Advisor should any situation whatsoever arise whereby the Sponsor (a) due
to applicable rules, regulations and internal or external restrictions is not permitted to buy, hold or sell the envisaged components of the Basket or (b)
due to technical constraints cannot execute the Investment Advisor’s instructions or (c) due to any other reasons is unable to hedge its position as
Issuer of the Certificates.
Adjustments
The Sponsor decides according to the terms outlined in the programme documentation how the Certificate is adjusted when dilution and concentration
effects occur, equity rights change as well as in comparable situations. The adjustments are implemented on or around the respective trading day. No
liabilities are assumed by the Sponsor due to possible infringements of the investment guidelines / the Investment Universe which might occur as a
consequence of such adjustments. The value of the Certificate is not retroactively adjusted.
Reinvestment of the Returns
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The net returns (after deduction of possible withholding taxes) will not be reinvested into the corresponding assets. See “Net
Returns”
Net Returns
The Net Returns will be put on a cash account and can be reinvested in the course of the normal rebalancing.
Fees
For managing the Certificate, the Sponsor is entitled to an administration fee 0.60% the Advisor to an advisory fee 0.70% (together “the Fees”). These
Fees are calculated pro rata on a daily basis, based on the Strategy Value (see below) and are, for the price determination, deducted from the Strategy
Value. The cumulated Fees are transferred annually to the Sponsor on the Reference Date (see below).
Performance Fee
Performance Fee:

20%

Hurdle Rate:

0%

Observation Interval: Annually (12 months)
Applicable. For the first Performance Fee Record Date the High Watermark is USD 100.00. Thereafter, if the Certificate Level is
High Watermark:
higher than the previous High Watermark, the High Watermark is set to that level after deduction of the Performance Fee Calculation Amount.
A Performance Fee is paid to the Advisor if the performance of the Certificate exceeds the Hurdle Rate at the Performance Fee
Performance Fee
Record Date, subject to High Watermark.
entitlement:
If

> Hurdle Rate, then Performance Fee applies

Performance Fee
Calculation Amount*:

Certificate Level (t):
Performance Fee
Record Dates:
Performance Fee
Ex Dates:
Performance Fee
Payment Dates:

*The Performance Fee Calculation Amount cannot be a negative number.
Value of the certificate on the Performance Fee Record Date as published at end of day by the Calculation Agent (mid price).
04.03.2019 + Observation Interval (recurring thereafter based on the Observation Interval, i.e. on the 4th of the respective month
or any immediately preceding business day, should the 4th fall not on a business day)
If no Certificate Level can be published on this date, the latest published Certificate Level prior to this date is applied.
Inter-periodic flows are not considered.
One business day after the Performance Fee Record Date. The Certificate Level will drop by the Performance Fee Calculation
Amount at this date.
Performance Fee Record Date + 5 business days
The Performance Fee Calculation Amount will be deducted from the Certificate Level on each Performance Fee Ex Date and paid
out on every Performance Fee Payment Date.

Reference Date
One year after the issuance of the Certificate, i.e. for the first time on 05.04.2014. Thereafter, annually at the same date.
Strategy Value
The Strategy Value at a specific point of time t equals the Underlying's value. The Underlying's value is determined by the value of the assets contained
in the Underlying at a point of time t and by the Certificate’s cash component expressed in currency.
Value of the Certificate
The Value of the Certificate at a specific point of time t equals the Strategy Value minus the cumulated Fees since the last Reference Date (respectively
since the Fixing Date) and the incurred FX hedging costs.
Value of the Certificate t = (Strategy Value t - cumulated Fees since last Reference Date t - FX Hedging Effect t)

Foreign Exchange (if FX hedged)
Currency risk is hedged by holding a short position in the currency of the underlying with the size of the market value of the underlying and by holding a
corresponding long position in the denomination currency of the certificate. The FX hedge will be rebalanced at the Advisor’s sole discretion. The
investors achieve a maximum possible participation in the actual performance of the price of the respective underlying for investors, without any financial impairment were the exchange rates to decline but also without any additional opportunities for gains were the exchange rates to rise. The FX
Hedging Effect comprises the following two items: Firstly, the hedge costs incurred through the interest rate differential between the involved currencies
(underlying currency and denomination currency). Secondly, the imperfectness of the hedges due to the fact that the hedge-rebalancing frequency is
not continuous.
Foreign Exchange (if not FX hedged)
All assets are held in their original currency. The individual assets are valued in the currency of the Certificate. The actual foreign exchange rates are
used as exchange rates at the time of valuation.
Foreign Exchange
All assets are held in their original currency. The individual assets are valued in the currency of the Certificate. The actual foreign exchange rates are
used as exchange rates at the time of valuation.
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Investor's Termination Right
In principle the investor can sell the Certificate during the trading times on the secondary market (see below Risk Factors/1. Product Risks/Secondary
Market) Additionally, he has the right to terminate his investment subject to a one-month written notice (“Termination Notice”) on the last trading day of
the month (=Termination Date).
Issuer's Termination Right
The Issuer has the right to terminate the Certificate subject to a one-month notice (“Termination Notice”) without stating any reasons on the last trading
day of the month (=Termination Date).
Redemption
Each holder of a Certificate is entitled to redemption on the Redemption Date of an amount in the Currency of the Certificate equal to the Value of the
Certificate as determined by the Sponsor on the Termination Date. Currency exchanges are made at the exchange rates realised by the Sponsor on
the market in the best interest of the holders of the Certificates.
Taxation
Stamp duties
Withholding tax
Income tax

EU Savings tax

No stamp duty upon issuance. No federal turnover tax is due on secondary market transactions.
No Swiss withholding tax.
For private investors (individuals) with tax residence in Switzerland, the Product is treated like a unit of a
collective investment scheme. The Issuer informs the Swiss Federal Tax Administration about the capital
gains/losses and the earnings on the assets on an annual basis. Only the declared net earnings on the assets are subject to income tax.
For Swiss paying agents, the Product is not subject to the EU Savings tax. (TK 9)

The aforementioned taxes are valid at the time of launch of this issue. The relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax authorities may change at any
time. Furthermore the tax treatment may depend on the personal situation of the investor and may be subject to change in the future. This information
is not purported to be a complete description of all potential tax effects. Potential investors are advised to consult their tax advisors to determine the
special tax consequences of the purchase, ownership or disposition of this Product.
Details
Calculation Agent
Paying Agent
Minimum Trading Size
Issue Size
Central Securities Depository
Settlement
Listing / Secondary Trading

Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich
1 Certificate
EUR 50’000’000 Up to 500’000 Certificates (can be increased at any time)
SIS SIX AG
Cash
No listing / Reuters JBSTP; Market Making by the Lead Manager

Reuters RIC
Quotation
Title
Governing Law / Jurisdiction
Price Information

CH14384917=BJBZ
Price with accrued interests / dirty price
Book-entry Security. No certificate. No printing of individual or Permanent Global Certificate.
Swiss Law / Zurich 1, Switzerland
The prices will be published on Reuters and Bloomberg. Trading hours 09.15 a.m. - 05.15 p.m. (Zurich time)
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Prospects of Profit and Loss
Actively Managed Certificates: The risks of an investment in the Certificates are comparable to the risks of a direct investment in the values covered by the
Underlying (see, however, "1. Issuer Risk" below). The total yield of the Certificate depends on the performance of the values covered by the Underlying and the
quality of the investment decisions of the Advisor. As past performance is no guarantee of future development, the performance cannot be predicted at the time
of the investment decision. Further, there is no assurance that all investment decisions intended by the Advisor will be realised and that its expectations regarding the performance of the Certificate will be met. A total loss of the investment occurs if the values covered by the Underlying have no value on the Termination
Date (if their price is zero).
This risk disclosure is not exhaustive. It cannot identify all Product specific risks. The investor is advised to consult its client advisor as to the Product specific
risks and to peruse the "Risk Factors" section of the Program Documentation.

Significant Risks for Investors
1. Issuer Risk
Unlike in a collective investment scheme, investors in structured products are not protected by a segregated pool of assets upon the Issuer’s bankruptcy. Accordingly, the investment instrument's value is not only dependent on the development of the Underlying or values covered by the Underlying, but also on the creditworthiness of the Issuer, which may vary over the term of the structured product. In case of the issuer’s insolvency or bankruptcy the investors in structured
products may lose their entire investment. This Product is a direct, unconditional and unsecured obligation of the Issuer and ranks equally with all other direct,
unconditional and unsecured obligations of the Issuer.
2. Risks of Derivative Products
Derivative products are complex financial instruments, may therefore involve a high degree of risk and are intended for use only by sophisticated investors who
are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. Before entering into any transaction, an investor should determine if this Product is suitable with
regards to the particular circumstances and should independently assess (together with the client advisor) the specific risks as described under “Product Risks”
and any other legal, regulatory or credit consequences. The Issuer makes no representation as to the suitability or appropriateness of this Product for any
particular investor. This document does not replace a personal discussion with your client advisor, which is tailored to your requirements, investment objectives,
experience, knowledge and circumstances and which is recommended by the Issuer before the investment decision. Please ask your client advisor about supporting information regarding this Product such as the Programme Documentation.
Bonds: In connection with Certificates in which Underlyings or components of the Underlyings are bonds, special attention is drawn to the subsequent risks, as
described in a more detailed way in the Programme Documentation under the title „Risikofaktoren im Hinblick auf Produkte bezogen auf Obligationen, G-79“; A
deterioration of the creditworthiness of the issuer of the bonds may have a negative effect on the price of the bonds or render them worthless. Furthermore,
changes in interest rates may influence the price of the bonds in a negative way. Also, there is the chance that the issuer of the bonds may redeem the bonds
prematurely, which can affect the expected return of the bonds. Additional risks may arise with certain types of bonds (junior bonds, zero bonds, etc.). The
investor is advised to obtain additional information in respect of such risks.
Interest Rates: The trends of interest rates in a country are influenced by various factors. Amongst others are the trade cycle, public finances, price level, the
international flow of funds as well as developments in other countries. The yield curve on the other hand which can be observed on the capital markets is influenced by factors like preferences of market participants, expectations of investors, inflation rate, etc. A prediction of interest rates trends can be subject to
greater uncertainties.
Exchange Traded Fund (ETFs): ETFs are collective investment schemes which are traded on an exchange. The risks described with respect to collective
investment schemes apply accordingly. In contrast to other collective investment schemes, ETFs are not actively managed. This means that the investment
decisions are determined pursuant to the index, basket or individual underlyings which the ETF replicates. This also applies if such replication results in losses.
Furthermore, the additional risk must be considered that the ETF could be delisted. A delisting generally results in an early redemption. Such an early redemption
may result in a change of the anticipated return on the ETF and, accordingly, on the derivative which is based on the ETF as underlying.
Collective Investment Schemes: The Issuer refers particularly to section “Kollektive Kapitalanlagen” of its Programme Documentation. In addition the Issuer
refers especially to section „Risikofaktoren im Hinblick auf Produkte bezogen auf alternative kollektive Kapitalanlagen, G78“ of its Programme Documentation.
According to this section the Issuer may, but is not required to amongst others, terminate the products (derivatives) prematurely by giving notice in accordance
with the provisions of the Programme Documentation in case of any temporary or permanent suspension or postponement of redemptions or subscriptions of
Fund Shares. In that case the Issuer will pay to each holder of the derivatives an amount of money in the derivative's currency which is determined by the Calculation Agent, at its sole discretion, as the economic value of the derivative at the time of termination, taking account, if appropriate, of the relevant amount which
a notional investor (being in the same position as the Issuer) would receive per Fund Share if it requested the redemption of the Fund Shares underlying the
derivative on the Termination Date as well as the Issuer's costs in connection with the termination.
Structured Products: Owning this Product is not the same as owning the Underlying or values covered by the Underlying. Accordingly, changes in the market
value of the Underlying or the values covered by the Underlying may not result in a comparable change in the market value of the Product. Further, commissions,
fees and other remunerations may reduce the actual market value. The trading market may be volatile and adversely impacted by many events which may
include, but are not limited to, political events, corporate actions and macro-economic factors.
Price fixing: The market value of the Underlying may be fixed outside the trading hours of the relevant stock exchange. The investor must be aware that the
market value of the Underlying determined outside the trading hours of the relevant stock exchange can be subject to great volatility.
Secondary Market: The Issuer cannot provide any assurances as to how the Certificates will trade in the secondary market or whether such market will be liquid
or illiquid. Due to the composition of the Underlying and the potentially limited liquidity of its components, investors must also be aware of an increased spread
risk compared to other structured products. This means that during the term of the Product, bid and offer prices may differ to a considerable extent. Although the
Lead Manager intends to provide market making subject to normal market conditions, he is not obliged to do so. Further, the investor may only be able to sell the
Product in the secondary market at a lower price than the original purchase price. It is important to note that if the Issuer decides to repurchase from the investor
or sell to the investor Products on the secondary market, it cannot guarantee to take back/sell unlimited volumes of the Product at the prices provided by the
Lead Manager. Investors purchasing Product units on the secondary market will increase the available cash quota within the Product while diluting, in percentage
terms, all other holdings. Investors selling Product units on the secondary market will decrease the available cash quota within the Product while increasing, in
percentage terms, all other holdings. If a situation arises where the available cash quota within the Product is insufficient to accommodate secondary market
selling transactions by the investors, then the Advisor will advise the Sponsor about which holding shall be sold or reduced. If the Advisor cannot be reached in
due time or doesn’t provide any advice to the Sponsor, then the Sponsor has the right to reduce at its sole discretion any holding within the Product or has the
right to reject to execute the secondary market selling transactions by the investors. The Issuer provides a secondary market with daily liquidity. Secondary
market transaction orders will be collected by the Issuer until every day, 16:00 Zurich Time (Cut-Off). If such date does not fall on a Business Day, the Issuer
shall be obliged to collect the orders on the Business Day immediately following. Sale and purchase secondary market transaction orders from the investors will
be executed at Mid Price - 0.25% and Mid Price +0.25% respectively. The new resulting cash quota will be reflected in the Product the following business day. At
no time does the Issuer have an obligation to repurchase/sell Products.
Early Redemption: The investors must be aware of a possible early redemption of the Product. The Issuer has the right in the case of an extraordinary event
(without the observance of a time limit) to call the Products for settlement, provided that the Issuer will use such efforts as it reasonably deems practical to
preserve the value of, or provide reasonable value for, the Product. Further the Issuer may terminate the Products prematurely according to section III.C.2.4. of
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the Programme Documentation (see „Collective Investment Schemes“ above. In case of an early redemption the Issuer shall pay the redemption amount to the
Investor within five Business Days from the date on which a notional investor (being in the same position as the Issuer) would receive the full redemption amount
if it requested the redemption of all components of the Underlying.
Currency Risk: The investor may be exposed to a currency risk, if the Underlyings resp. the components of the Underlying are denominated in other currencies
than the nominal of the Product or the Product is denominated in another currency than that of the country in which the investor is resident. The investment is
therefore exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value.
Further Information: For further details on Product related risks please consult the risk disclosure brochure “Special Risks in Securities Trading” (Edition 2008)
which is available on the Swiss Bankers Association’s website: www.swissbanking.org/en/home/shop.htm or may be obtained from your client advisor upon
request.

General Information
1. Document
This document constitutes marketing material. It does not constitute an offer or invitation to enter into any type of financial transaction and is not the result of
a financial analysis and therefore not subject to the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” from the Swiss Bankers Associations. The content of
this document does therefore not fulfil the legal requirements for the independence of financial analyses and there is no restriction on trading in this regard.
This document is a Simplified Prospectus as stated in art. 5 of the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA; SR 951.31). The information
contained herein is of summary nature. If the information or the provisions in this document are inconsistent with those described in the Programme Documentation, the information or the provisions in this document prevail. Until the Fixing Date the terms are indicative and may be amended. The Issuer has no obligation
to issue this Product. This document together with the relevant Programme Documentation may be obtained free of charge directly from Bank Julius Baer & Co.
Ltd. (see Additional Notes).
This document cannot disclose all of the risks and other significant aspects of this Product and investment decisions should not be made solely on
the basis of these risk factors.
2. Conflicts of Interest
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. and affiliated companies may from time to time enter into transactions for their own account or for the account of a client that are
related to the Product. These transactions may not be intended for the benefit of the investor and may have positive or negative effects on the Underlying(s) or
values covered by the Underlying and thus on the value of the Product. Companies affiliated to the Issuer may also become counterparties in hedging transactions. Accordingly, conflicts of interest may therefore arise with regard to obligations relating to the ascertainment of the values of the Product and other related
valuations both among the companies affiliated to the Issuer and between these companies and the investors. In such events, Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. will
devote its best efforts to provide fair treatment of such conflicts.
3. Distribution Compensations / Distribution Allowances to Third Parties
Under certain circumstances Third Parties may in connection with distribution services receive a compensation/provision. Such compensation/provision is
included in the Issue Price. For further information contact Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd.
4. No Material Change
Except as disclosed in this document and the above-mentioned Programme Documentation there has been no material change in the assets and liabilities, the
financial position and profits and losses of the Issuer since the latest annual or semi-annual report of the Issuer. The current annual and semi-annual reports of
the Issuer can be obtained free of charge from Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. (see Additional Notes).
5. Amendments to the Product Conditions
Information regarding unforeseen changes to the conditions of this Product not subject to this document but which may arise during the lifetime of the Product
may be obtained from your client advisor upon request and will be published on: derivatives.juliusbaer.com; corporate actions and/or http://www.sixswissexchange.com/news/official_notices/search_en.html. Term Sheets will not be amended.
6. Prudential Supervision
Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. is, as a bank pursuant to the Federal Banking Act (BA; SR 952.0) and as a securities dealer pursuant to the Federal Act on Stock
Exchanges and Securities Trading (SESTA; SR 954.1), subject to the prudential supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA in
Berne (Einsteinstrasse 2, CH-3003 Berne; http://www.finma.ch).
7. Sales Restrictions
The Securities may not be offered in any jurisdiction in circumstances that would result in the Issuer being obliged to register any further prospectus relating to
the Securities in that jurisdiction. Potential purchasers of the Securities are advised to read the detailed selling restrictions in the Programme Documentation. The
restrictions listed below must not be taken as conclusive guidance as to whether the Securities can be sold in a jurisdiction. Potential purchasers of the Securities
should seek specific advice before purchasing or selling-on a Security.
European Economic Area (EEA): The Securities may not be offered publicly pursuant to Directive 2003/71/EC (the "Prospectus Directive") and to applicable
national law, to persons or legal entities or under circumstances which would require the publication of a prospectus for the purpose of the Prospectus Directive.
United Kingdom: The Lead Manager represents and agrees that it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA") with regard to the issue of the Securities to the extent that the United Kingdom is involved. The distribution of this document (which
term shall include any form of communication) is restricted pursuant to Section 21 (restrictions on financial promotion) of the FSMA.
USA: The Securities are not and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 and correspondingly may neither be offered nor sold,
resold, delivered or traded in the United States or to U.S. persons as defined in Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933.
Hong Kong: The Prospectus has not been approved by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong, nor has a copy of the Prospectus been registered by the Registrar of Companies of Hong Kong. The Securities have not been offered nor sold in Hong Kong, and each purchaser represents and agrees that
it will not offer nor sell any of these Securities in Hong Kong other than (i) to persons whose ordinary business is to buy or sell shares or debentures, whether as
principal or agent, (ii) to professional investors within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong Kong (the "SFO"), or (iii) in
circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong ("CO"), or (iv) in other
circumstances which do not result in the document being a "prospectus" within the meaning of the CO.
Singapore: The Prospectus has not been and will not be registered as a "prospectus" with the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the Securities and Futures
Act (Cap. 289) of Singapore ("SFA"). No document or material in connection with the offer of the Securities may be circulated or distributed, nor may the Securities be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to the public in Singapore other than (i)
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to an institutional investor pursuant to Section 274 SFA, (ii) to a relevant person, or to any person pursuant to Section 275 (1A) of the SFA and in accordance
with the conditions specified in Section 275 of the SFA, or (iii) in accordance with the conditions of any applicable provision of the SFA.
Dubai International Financial Centre: Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. is an entity duly authorised and regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority
(DFSA). Please note that Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. offers financial products or services only to persons qualifying as Professional Clients under the DFSA
Rulebook. This information may not be relied upon or distributed to retail clients. Possible offerings of securities are not subject to any form of regulation or
approval by the DFSA. The DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying any document in connection with a possible offer of securities. Accordingly, the
DFSA has not approved this document nor taken any steps to verify the information set out in it, and has no responsibility for it. The securities to which this
document relates may be illiquid and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers should conduct their own due diligence on the securities. If
you do not understand the contents of this document, you should consult an authorised financial adviser.
United Arab Emirates: The representative office of Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates. A
possible offering of securities is not approved or licensed by the Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates, the Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority
(ESCA), the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA) or any other relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the UAE, and does not constitute
a public offer of securities in the UAE in accordance with the Commercial Companies Law, Federal Law No. 8 of 1984 (as amended) or otherwise and should not
be construed as such. Accordingly the securities may not be offered, sold, transferred or delivered to the public in the United Arab Emirates (including the Dubai
International Financial Centre). This document is strictly private and confidential and is being issued to a limited number of institutional and individual investors
who qualify as sophisticated investors and must not be provided to any person other than the original recipient, and may not be reproduced or used for any other
purpose. Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd represents and warrants that the securities will not be offered, sold, transferred or delivered to the public in the United Arab
Emirates (including the Dubai International Financial Centre).
8. Additional Notes
Contact address
Phone
E-Mail
Internet

Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Hohlstrasse 604/606, CH-8010 Zurich
+41 (0)58 888 8181
derivatives@juliusbaer.com
derivatives.juliusbaer.com

Investors must be aware that conversations on trading lines are recorded. No objection is assumed.
Investors are asked to read the Programme Documentation for definitions related to this document.
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